Dignity Health Partners, Inland Empire: Seneca Dewar, MD
Less time charting means more family time

Before Augmedix:
Struggling to keep up with his documentation
Dr. Seneca Dewar is a primary care physician who struggled to keep up with his EHR documentation and spent most of his weekends on data entry. Despite his best efforts, he was typically spending 25 hours per week completing his patient notes and was growing increasingly frustrated with the burden of documentation.

After Augmedix:
Dramatic gains in productivity and efficiency
Since starting Augmedix, Dr. Dewar finishes his patient notes every day and has added four hours to his clinic time each week. He no longer works after hours and is able to spend his reclaimed time with his family. Overall, he has enjoyed his experience on the Augmedix platform and values his tech-enabled-scribe team.

“I no longer have to work outside of clinic hours! I can now enjoy my weekends with my family.”
- Dr. Seneca Dewar, MD

CASE STUDY
+ 4 hours saved charting per week
+ 4 hours added clinic time per week
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